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ABSTRACT

In a resource constrained network such as Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN), efficient utilization of resources such as energy is important for optimum network performance. However, due to nodes mobility, frequency of encounters and message transmission, most of node’s energy in this type of network is continuously depleted. A node’s energy in DTN plays an important role in the success of delivering messages. The lower the energy a node has, the lower its chance to deliver messages across the network. Thus, a proper energy-efficient routing protocol should be selected for message transmission for DTN applications. This issue leads us to investigate on the energy consumption of nodes in DTN. This paper presents a survey on energy efficient routing in DTN.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) are wireless networks that are formed by mobile nodes. In MANET it is assumed that it is always possible to identify an end-to-end path on which data can be forwarded. But, in reality it is not always possible that end-to-end connection is always exist between nodes since, nodes move from one place to another. To overcome this problem, a Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) is used. In DTN, mobile devices are moving around the network and contact each other opportunistically in order to deliver the data. However, the node in DTNs are sparse and the unknown movement patterns of nodes may cause the network divided frequently. Hence, DTN are networks that are characterized by the non-existence of end-to-end path between the source and the destination of message or connection are intermittent. There are many real life networks, which follow this DTN paradigm, for example, Satellite communication [2], Wildlife tracking sensor network [3], Military networks, vehicular ad-hoc networks [4], etc.

DTN overcomes the problems associated with intermittent connectivity, long or variable delay, asymmetric data rates, and high error rates by using Store-Carry and Forward Mechanism [5]. The key idea is to facilitate opportunistic transport on a hop-by-hop basis rather than end-to-end streaming of data as in TCP/IP. A node in DTN essentially stores the received message in their buffer and wait for an opportunity or when the connection is available to retransmit them either directly to the final destination or to another relay to bring them closer to their final destination. This process is repeated until the message is relayed to it’s destination or it's life time expires. Since, the path from one node to another node is not available due to intermittent connection, traditional routing algorithm for searching a path between a source to a destination cannot be used in DTNs.

Several DTN routing algorithms based on this mechanism have been proposed. Such as routing protocols: Epidemic [6], Spray and Wait [7], Prophet [8, 9]. The objective of these protocols are improved delivery rate, reducing the overhead generated and minimizing the average delivery time without taking into account the energy level of the batteries and the nodes of buffer space DTN, which are essential elements for a good performance of DTN network, to find out if those resources are sufficient for the nodes to participate in the transport of the messages. However, the majority of well-known DTN routing protocols do not consider energy constraints of mobile nodes in DTNs.

A node cannot forward message, if it does not have sufficient energy for performing the task. Energy is a crucial parameter of concern in DTNs, essentially in application like post disaster scenario where the nodes are often placed
in such location that cannot be connected to the power source. In such a scenario, residual energy of the nodes needs to be considered in almost all the activities of the network including designing routing strategies. Many mobile nodes such as computer, PCs and so on have limited energy resources. They use large amount of energy to transmit and receive messages, routing protocol take care of energy consumption of mobile nodes are necessary for DTN.

2. EPIDEMIC ROUTING PROTOCOL

We briefly describe the original epidemic routing protocol here. The detail can be found in [6]. Epidemic routing protocol works as follows. The protocol relies upon the transitive distribution of messages through ad hoc networks, with messages eventually reaching their destination. Each host maintains a buffer consisting of messages that it has originated as well as messages that it is buffering on behalf of other hosts. For efficiency, a hash table indexes this list of messages, keyed by a unique identifier associated with each message. Each host stores a bit vector, called the summary vector that indicates which entries in their local hash tables are set. While not explored here, a “Bloom filter” [10, 11] would substantially reduce the space overhead associated with the summary vector. When two hosts come into communication range of one another, the host with the smaller identifier initiates an anti-entropy session (this term is borrowed from the literature [12]) with the host with the larger identifier. To avoid redundant connections, each host maintains a cache of hosts that it has spoken with recently. Anti-entropy is not re-initiated with remote hosts that have been contacted within a configurable time period. During anti-entropy, the two hosts exchange their summary vectors to determine which messages stored remotely have not been seen by the local host. In turn, each host then requests copies of messages that it has not yet seen. The receiving host maintains total autonomy in deciding whether it will accept a message.
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**Figure 1:** Epidemic Routing Protocol

The goals of Epidemic Routing are to:

i) Efficiently distribute messages through partially connected ad hoc networks in a probabilistic fashion,

ii) Minimize the amount of resources consumed in delivering any single message

iii) Maximize the percentage of messages that are eventually delivered to their destination.

3. RELATED WORK

Various energy efficient routing schemes in Delay Tolerant Networks:

In [13], authors aim to change the way to spread messages of Epidemic Routing. They propose a new routing algorithm in which messages are spread faster by using only a few number of forwarding messages. They increase the speed of messages spreading by letting a node forwards messages without waiting for notifications from advertisement messages. They also show how to use broadcast transmission (the nature of the wireless medium) to reduce the number of message exchanges. It means a message is delivered to a destination faster while using only a small number of forwarding messages.

In [14], authors proposed a method in which a node transmits only when it has n-number of neighbors to inhibit the transmission and reduce energy consumption in nodes. Though, the method reduces the number of transmissions, it needs an appropriate value of n for its success. However, choosing the value of n is difficult because if it is smaller
then there will be many transmissions and the method will not differ from the original Epidemic method. If the value of $n$ is large, there will be less or no transmissions and there will be less data delivery to the destination.

In [15], authors have proposed three heuristics all based on the dynamic setting of $n$ parameters to improve the proposal of [14]. The value of $n$ is based on the basis of the current energy level or current neighbor nodes. Unlike [14] where the value of $n$ is statically chosen, here the value of $n$ is dynamically chosen based on the pre-defined set of thresholds for energy level and its current neighbor nodes. However, the thresholds are fixed and need to be defined. Finding the appropriate pre-defined thresholds is difficult and may not work in all network environments.

In [16], authors consider only a node with higher energy than the sending/transmitting node and with enough available free buffer to store the message receives a copy of the message. This reduces the number of copies of a message in the network as well as number of transmissions of the message, thus reducing the energy consumption of nodes. As a result network life time is extended and delivery probability also improves.

In [17], authors presents a context-metric queuing method, called CEAMS for DTN that aims to optimize the delivery of message with HIGH priority by exploiting time variant context information of a node in the network. Their approach introduces a Node Delivery Capability (NDC) metric using node’s remaining energy, estimated distance to the destination and speed as metric in queuing and sorting messages in a buffer. They also design and implement the use of an energy aware message priority transmission scheme with the proposed buffering model with admission and transmission control unit components.

In [18], authors discussed existing methods for buffer management and proposes a novel buffer management and scheduling policy and compared it traditional buffer management schemes. Their proposed method uses partial network knowledge so that it is most suitable DTN characteristics.

4. CONCLUSIONS

DTN are networks that are characterized by the non-existence of end-to-end path between the source and the destination of message or connection are intermittent. Various DTN routing protocols have been proposed to reduce the number of copies and improve the delivery probability of messages. However, very few of them consider the energy constraint of mobile nodes in routing protocols. It is essential to consider energy constraint while designing routing protocols for DTNs.
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